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A active thermal probe for the measurements of energy influx

depending on its direction in several plasma-technological

processes
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Almost all plasma-technological applications are based on plasma wall

interaction. For this reason, the investigation of this interaction is of

particular importance. A very good possibility for it is received by the

well-known calorimetric thermal probes for the measurement of the energy

influx from the plasma.Therefore, passive probes were used in the past,

based on the principle of recording the temporal temperature course at the

heating and the cooling process and calculating the energy influx.The

disadvantage of these probes is, that the energy influx has to be interrupted

by shutting down the energy source or by using suited apertures.Hence,

these probes are not very well suitable for a continous process control.

A continuously working active probe is therefore presented, which need not

to be calibrated. With the help of a controlled electrical heating the probe is

set to a certain working temperature and then the energy supply supporting

the working temperature is measured. The energy influx by external sources

is compensated by decreasing the heating power and is directly displayed in

J/qcms.

The probe with its dimensions of 7 x 10 x 0,7 mm is operating without drift,

because the environmental effects are compensated completely, as the heat

conduction by the probe holder.

Despite of its small dimensions the probe can measure the energy influx

depending on its direction, without apertures and thermal shields. The probe

can be used in treated plasmas and measures energy influx up to 2J/qcms ,

with an accuracy of 1 mJ/qcms at probe temperatures up to 400 °C.

The thermal probe reacts sensitively to the process parameters at the

substrate surface. It is very well qualified for control and monitoring of layer

growth or surface treatment processes.
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